The Kaikoura landslide story: it’s not over yet, but
its not all bad news!
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The landslide inventory and published ground motion simulations

PGV* Holden et al. 2017)

N landslides > 25,000 (as of August 2018)
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Hapuku rock avalanche
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Several fault ruptures
in source – source
area discontinuity
controlled in
greywacke
Largest mapped
landslide
Dammed the Hapuku
River
Elevation of crown
2,800 m AMSL
Vol. ero: 13 (±2) M m3
Vol. dep: 20 (±2) < m3
Runout about 2.7 km
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Hapuku rock
avalanche

•

Difference model
based on post EQ
digital surface
model (DSM) minus
pre EQ DSM
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Seafront Rock slide/slump

•

•
•
•
•

Dominant material: Paleogene Limestone (bedding
steeply dipping into slope)
Failure surface: Through rock mass. Surface fault
ruptures pass though source
Setting: Coastal slopes (up to 430 m AMSL)
Volume range: 8–12 M m3
Runout up to 1 km
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The main controls on the landslide distribution
Landslides

• Variables investigated (12)
• Variables with statistical significance:
– Slope angle
– Distance to surface fault rupture
– Elevation
– Geology
– PGA or PGV
– LSR: Local Slope Relief

Faults

It’s not just about the faults! Although
they are important
GNS Science

Distance to surface fault rupture has the strongest influence
• Seven of the largest eight landslides had surface fault ruptures
pass through their source areas
• Most landslides occurred within a few kilometres of a fault that
ruptured

Fault rupture
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Kaikoura EQ landslide observations

• The number of landslides with source areas ≥10,000 m2 triggered by
this EQ is smaller than those (of similar size) triggered by similar
magnitude EQ’s in NZ
• Seven of the largest eight landslides (from 5 to 20 x 106 m3) occurred
on faults that ruptured to the surface during the earthquake
• The landslide density within 200 m of a mapped surface fault rupture is
three times that at a distance of 2,500 m or more from a mapped
surface fault rupture
• The “distance to fault” predictor variable, when used as a proxy for
ground-motion intensity, and when combined with slope angle,
geology and elevation, has more predictive power than PGA or PGV
• Geology controls the types of landslide and failure mechanism

Massey et al. (2018) BSSA Kaikoura special edition
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Post-EQ response of the slopes and rivers
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Cyclones Cook and Debbie and the dams
• Washed away most of the
landslide dams, including 10 of Map showing the locations of the
200 significant landslide dams
the top 11
• Remobilisation of debris from
landslides

Hapuku dam
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Assessment of landslide dam probability of failure

Hapuku before Debbie
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Probability of dam failure: regional-scale
assessment based on dam geometry and
catchment area (stream power) =
Hapuku after Debbie

The Dimensionless Blockage Index (DBI)
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Example dam breach models and field verification – The Hapuku
•
•

•

•

•

Repeat surveys of
dam pre- and postovertopping
Geotechnical
characterisation of
the materials
forming the dam
Assessment of
dam failure modes
and debris flood
modelling
Modelled debris
heights checked
against actual
post-breach debris
heights
Used to forecast
flood and debris
inundation zones
downstream
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Ex Tropical Cyclone Gita rain and impacts

• Max recorded rain along the Kaikoura
coast for different time periods was:
–
–
–

1 hour = 54 mm
12 hour = 270 mm
24 hour = 302 mm

• An estimated 300,000 m3 of debris covered
the road and rail at multiple sites (source
NCTIR)
• Road and rail closed for about 10 days
• Several homes were hit by debris and the
road and rail were closed prior to the storm
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The rain: Gita 2018 and Alison 1975

Kaikoura coast rainfall Cyclone Alison 1975

Kaikoura coast rainfall 20 February 2018
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So what was the return period of the rain?

Kaikoura coast rainfall Cyclone Alison 1975

Kaikoura coast rainfall 20 February 2018
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The landslides

• Most of the landslides were highly
mobile debris flows.
• Most occurred in locations where
slopes had been damaged as a result
of the MW7.8 14 November 2016
earthquake, comprising:
– Remobilisation of debris from landslides
triggered by the EQ
– Enlargement of the source areas of
landslides triggered by the EQ
– Remobilisation of landslide debris in
streams
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Debris flows: Reactivation of EQ-induced landslide debris
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River response
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Hapuku River response
2017-2018
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Difference Map, 2016-2018, Kowhai R.

Some prelim observations: Rivers
• The annual sediment budget for the rivers varies quite a bit;
• upstream sediment inputs from e.g., landslides can keep the system in a
surplus state (i.e., lots of debris available to erode and transport) for a few
years
• This can involve much more dynamic channel behaviour, including channel
switching and adjustment of river course.
• Gravel extraction, at 2017 rates, appears to be quite effective in managing
the current surplus levels of sediment in the Kowhai.
• It will be interesting to monitor the balance between headwater supply and
downstream extraction over the coming years

Should ALL this be expected after a major EQ?

YES
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Port Hills slope response 2010 to 2016

Redcliffs

Ohau Point

Redcliffs surface change models following the main Canterbury EQ’s, derived from repeat
ground-based LIDAR surveys

Port Hills slope response 2010 to 2016
13/06/2011 EQ
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•
•
•

Non-EQ rockfall rates reached the longer-term average rates after about 5-6 years.
Porthills slopes are a lot smaller than those in Kaikoura
In Wenchuan, China following the 2008 M 7.8 EQ, the slopes took about 6-10 years to
recover. These slopes are more comparable to those in Kaikoura
But it depends on what happens now??

Landslide losses in NZ: What are we going to do about it?
• Landslides cost New Zealand an average of
$300M/yr (Source: Page, 2013)
• Individual landslide hazard events from
rainstorms range from large events costing
~$350M (e.g. Cyclone Bola) to small events of
~$3.5M (Source: Page, 2013)
• Kaikoura losses $500M (Source MBIE) mainly
landslide related
• For earthquake-induced landslides, the
residential losses in the Port Hills were estimated
to be $330M (Source: CERA). In Wellington they are
expected to be $1B or more (Source EQC)
• They have killed more than 800 people since
about 1880 (avg 5/yr), since 1910 about 3/yr as
people have “naturally” migrated from being in
high risk environments e.g., mining (Source GNS
Science)

• They are the frequent menace!

The efficacy of avoiding the problem
Post 14 Feb 2016
Post 22 Feb 2011

Whitewash Head, Port Hills,
Christchurch

The efficacy of avoiding the problem

Photo: NZTA

• Ohau point – road realigned away from the toe of the cliff
• But it’s no always possible to avoid, in which case we have to either
mitigate or accept the risk

Using this information for the benefit of NZ

The Problems:14 Nov 2016 MW 7.8 Kaikoura EQ and landslides
• Ground motion
models evolved with
time and could not be
used to initially focus
aerial surveys
• And as a result, the
initial landslide
forecast models were
not useful
• Later models were
also not that useful!
Allstadt et al., 2018 (BSSA)
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Prototype Earthquake-induced Landslide (EIL) forecast tool for NZ

The solution: develop a
landslide forecast tool
that can provide advisory
information soon after an
earthquake to help focus
reconnaissance and
response efforts
GNS Science

Landslide model variables: Example using the 2016 Kaikoura
EQ

a)
b)
c)

Instrument PGA (streamed data sampled 5 mins after EQ), bounding polygon – PGA 20%g, 8km
grid
Elevation (mAMSL), 32 m grid
Slope angle (deg), 32 m grid
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Landslide model variables: Using the 2016 Kaikoura EQ

d)
e)
f)

Local slope relief (height), used as an amplification factor, 32 m grid
Proximity to active fault, 32 m grid
Geology types, 32 m grid
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Advisory: Text and Maps 5-7 mins after tool triggered

TA that might be
affected by
landslides

Area where PGA Percent of TA's area
exceeds 0.2 g (km2) where PGA exceeds
0.2 g

Maximum PGA
within TA (g)

Hurunui District

4205.08

48.6

0.68

Kaikoura District

2046.78

100

1.27

Lower Hutt City

1.2

0.3

0.22

6362.82

60.8

1.27

22.72

7.8

0.26

Marlborough District
Wellington City

Landslide probability model used is an updated
version of the model presented in Massey et al.,
2018 (BSSA)
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Better land use planning: Future applications of the tool: including
landslide runout models

•

•

Apply hybrid
landslide forecast
model to Wellington
materials and slope
morphologies to
identify potential
source areas
Apply runout models
from source areas

Slippag
e

F-angle

EQ Landslide
probability model for
Wellington (adopting
median PGA for
Wellington Fault EQ)

Falling
debris

Landslide runout
model for Wellington
(adopting debris
runout F-angles of 31º
(avalanche) and 21º
(flows), projected from
landslide source areas
where P≥50%)
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